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Last year around this time, Bitcoin
reached its all-time high at just shy
of $20,000 per coin. Ever since then,
cryptocurrency has become mainstream
with many competitors to the original
making waves. This issue will delve
deeper into the world of cryptocurrencies and the pivotal role they’ve
played in the information security space, for both good and ill. In our Buzz
section, we look at the origin of cryptocurrencies, how Bitcoin came to be,
its golden age, and where it could be headed.
Move to our Cover Story where we talk about how several cyber-attacks
started a relatively new trend, where companies stockpile Bitcoins to pay
ransom to retrieve their data. We discuss the drawbacks of such practices
and how cryptocurrencies can be a tool for more than simply serving as
ransom money.
Also in this issue, we interview Eng. Badar Ali Al Saleh, Director General
Oman National CERT, where he talks about the establishment of OCERT, his
journey so far, and the key milestones OCERT has achieved.
In the Insight section, we discuss having stronger security for your
company which must begin by understanding the mind and the motives
of the opponents, and how important it is to shift from a merely defensive
security posture to one that anticipates how those bad actors gain access
to the network.
Tell us what you think of this issue. If you have any suggestions, comments,
or queries, please reach us at editorial@cisomag.com.
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W

hen the man
known to the
world as Satoshi
Nakamoto not
just
unveiled
a new currency but a new way to
think about currency, our world
was changed forever. What Bitcoin
did to the world of cryptocurrency,
or rather, to the world of economics
is unparalleled. Bitcoin brought
cryptocurrency limelight, and
with it, a host of challenges. Bitcoin
wasn’t the first cryptocurrency.
The history of cryptocurrency
traces its roots back to the early
eighties when cryptographer
David Chaum had the idea of
an anonymous cryptographic
electronic money called ecash.
10

According to him, electronic
payment systems have a substantial
impact on personal privacy as well
as the nature and extent of the
criminal use of payments. “Ideally
a new payments system should
address both of these seemingly
conflicting sets of concerns. On
the one hand, knowledge by a
third party of the payee, amount,
and time of payment for every
transaction made by an individual
can reveal a great deal about
the
individual’s
whereabouts,
associations and lifestyle,” he
wrote in his proposal for ecash.
Ecash would have properties like
“the inability of third parties to
determine payee, time or amount
of payments made by an individual;
Ability of individuals to provide
proof of payment, or to determine
the identity of the payee under
exceptional circumstances; and
ability to stop use of payments
media reported stolen.”
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By 1989, he started DigiCash
Inc, with ecash as its trademark.
Thus ecash became the first ever
cryptographic electronic currency
and it was as secure and private as
cash in the physical world. In 1997,
Nicholas Negroponte, celebrated
guru
and
Greek
American
architect, signaled his support
to the currency by backing the
venture and becoming Chaum’s
first ever client. But DigiCash had a
short lifespan and by 1999, Chaum
sold his patents. “It was hard to
get enough merchants to accept
it so that you could get enough
consumers to use it, or vice versa,”
he said in an early interview with
Forbes.
But, the idea of cryptic money did
not die with DigiCash. Several
others joined the legion of cryptoanarchism which believed that
encrypted exchanges ensured
total anonymity, total freedom of
speech, and total freedom to trade.
Around 1998, Wei Dai, one of these
crypto-anarchists, published a
description of “b-money,” a new
kind of crypto money. Around the
same time, purveyors of crypto
anarchy like Nick Szabo went
ahead and created Bit Gold that
required users to complete proofof-work, a piece of data which
helped ease verification of the
currency. The only problem was
that Szabo’s technology wasn’t
reusable and was very expensive
to be made.
Later, Hal Finney created a
currency system that deployed
Reusable Proof-of-Work (RPoW).
Although it was never intended
to be more than a prototype, it
did solve some of the problems
of its predecessors. “An RPOW
client creates an RPOW token by
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providing a proof-of-work string
of a given difficulty, signed by
his private key. The server then
registers that token as belonging
to the signing key. The client can
then give the token to another key
by signing a transfer order to a
public key. The server then duly
registers the token as belonging
to the corresponding private key,”
points out nakamotoinstitute.org
in one of their posts. This was one
of the first times the concept of
cryptocurrency was becoming a
reality. But challenges remained
and the biggest one was tracking
the currency to prevent double
spending.
Double spending simply means
the same digital currency being
spent more than once as the
token file could be easily copied,
duplicated, and even falsified. It
wasn’t until someone proposed
a new cryptocurrency in 2009
that this issue was solved. That
someone here is still unknown
and is still referred to by his
pseudonym, Satoshi Nakamoto,
and the currency is Bitcoin.
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Bitcoin was the solution to the
problem of double spending.
Nakamoto’s
invention
limited
mining of the currency through a
peer-to-peer network where no
bank, government, or any other
central authority had control.
The users of the new currency
could protect themselves from
double spending by waiting for
confirmations when receiving
payments on the blockchain.
Once the confirmation is sent, the
transactions became irreversible.
This was the biggest win for
the
crypto-anarchists,
who
were skeptical of the banking
sector. “The root problem with
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